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ABSTRACT

Salient prosodic patterns are the first aspect of the ambient
language that children recognize. Familiarity with segmental
patterns is displayed only after the first adult-like (canonical)
syllables are produced. In babbling, children develop voluntary
production control over a small number of segmental patterns
(vocal motor schemes); these are the basis for their first word
forms. We hypothesize that precocious talkers are sensitive to
matches between their own production patterns and similar
forms in  input speech, a linking mechanism we term the
‘articulatory filter’. In contrast, later words reveal systematicity
in word production, evidenced in idiosyncratic word templates,
as well as semantic categories and relations not found in the first
words. Ongoing increases in the variety of word forms produced
widen the range of familiar items so that continued processing of
input speech can lead to familarity with prosodically less salient
(unstressed) words or morphemes.

1. DEVELOPMENTS IN INFANT ATTENTION
In order to understand the mechanisms by which the deeply
rooted human perceptual capacities and the potential for speech
production (more recent in evolutionary terms [1] and, at birth,
still immature) come to be linked in the human infant, it is
useful to consider the process within a broader developmental
framework.

1.1. From passive to active attention
The neonate does not intentionally imitate but shows something
like intuitive  or ‘contagious’ matching of both facial expressions
and vocalizations (2, 3). The capacity to voluntarily direct
attention develops only from about 6 months of age (4), while
intentional signalling is not found until about 9 months (3, 5).
Additionally,  a number of experimental studies have shown that
infant attention is particularly attracted and held by stimuli in
motion, including objects and also facial expressions and, in the
auditory domain, prosody, especially changes in pitch.
 
1.2. The role of prosody
At birth the prosody of the mother’s voice is already familiar
from the womb, while the dynamic movement of prosody
particularly attracts the child’s attention. Furthermore, prosody
carries direct (instinctive) affective meaning [6]. From the early
months prosody underlies advances in knowledge of the native
language, as demonstrated experimentally with coherent vs.
interrupted rhythmic units (clauses and, later, phrases: 7, 8), for
example, and with accentual word patterns (in English, trochees
over iambs: [9]).

2. TRANSITIONS IN INFANT PERCEPTION AND
PRODUCTION

2.1. Milestones in production

2.1.1. Canonical babbling. The dramatic shift  to production of
canonical (CV) syllables in the middle of the first year [10]
constitutes a notable discontinuity. It is followed, in expressive
infants, by the individual development of ‘vocal motor schemes’
(VMS) [11], consonants produced consistently and with criterion
frequency over successive monthly sessions. It is important to
notice that experimental  evidence of advances in knowledge of
phonetic strings emerges only after the emergence of canonical
babbling (see Figure 1).

2.1.2. Early words. The early words of precocious talkers are
contextually based, constituting routines or holistic schemata
(that is, forming a part of the remembered context, but not
making reference to it: [12]). These early word forms are closely
related to concurrent babbling. They are relatively ‘accurate’, in
that they show few substitutions of consonants,  or misordering
of segments or features (see Table 1). These early words may be
taken to be the result of the infant’s matching his or her own
vocal production to the input string, mediated by an ‘articulatory
filter’.

Table 1. First word forms
These word forms illustrate the first recorded words for each
child. * marks forms with changes in consonants or in segmental
sequence as compared with the adult model.

Adult target Child form
ALICE, 9-10 mos baby [pEpE:]

daddy {dœ}

hi [ha:i]
mommy *[m:an:´]
no [njœ]

DEB, 10-11 mos baa [bœ:}

baby [bebi]
hi [?ai]
uh-oh {?U??E}

MOLLY, 10-11 mos baby [pap´]
cracker [kwa}

moo [mE?je}

night(-night) {hUnU}

SEAN, 12 mos allgone [?Odœ:]
boo [pË]
dog [ta:k}

tick [tê}

woof [wË}

TIMMY, 10-11 mos ball [bœ]
block [pœ}

car [ka:´]
kitty *[kaka]
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We speculate that the articulatory filter constitutes the
prelinguistic precursor of phonological memory [13] - a
mechanism whose sensitivity to auditory patterns facilitates the
learning and representation of new speech forms and sequences.
A deficiency in this mechanism may be responsible for the
delayed onset of speech in otherwise intact children with good
comprehension [14]. Such children frequently prove to be slow
at learning to read [15] and are likely to make poor seocnd
language learners as well [16].

2.1.2 Perceptual transition at 10-12 months.
When do the ‘universal’ perceptual capacities of infants
transform into the ‘own-language-bound’ perceptual capacities
of adults? In a series of studies Werker and her colleagues (17)
set out to find the answer to this question, concluding that a
significant reorganization in perceptual responses occurs toward
the end of the first year (cf. also [18]). It remains unclear just
what underlies the changed response, however [19].  We note
that the shift occurs at a time of other important changes -  the
beginnings of word comprehension (in context only) [20], the
recognition of familiar word forms (even out of context) [21],
and the development of VMS. We suggest that the key to
language-related development at this age is  neurological change
in the nature of attention, resulting in more voluntary, goal-
directed behavior (4).

3. LINKING PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION
3.1. Segmentation and the naive listener
How does the child segment the speech signal in the first place
in order to begin to identify repeated sound patterns as words? A
number of answers have been suggested (22, 23):
• Children develop familiarity with the prevalent word stress

pattern, and respond to it (in English) as though it were
demarcative;

• Children initially encode only high-frequency words that are
presented in isolation;

• Children remember most easily words presented in word-final
or word-initial position;

• Children remember most easily words placed under the  main
accent of the phonological phrase;

• Children make use of the multiple surrounding frameworks for
an emergent familiar word to help them to isolate the word in
utterances;

• Children take special note of adult words which resemble their
own babbling patterns (‘articulatory filter’).

It is most probable that some combination of these factors plays
a role, the weighting differing by ambient language as well as by
child, and also perhaps by developmental stage: Early words
may be identified in the speech stream by a rather different
mechanism than later words, which are acquired after a sizeable
lexicon is already in place.

3.2. Spiral model
Adult words produced frequently, with prosodic emphasis, in
situations of high affective value to the particular child, leave in
the child’s memory some global perceptual features; the VMS of
the individual child reflect the activation of those features once

the child can produce CV syllables. The matching of own VMS
to input string is effected by the articulatory filter, as seen in
first words.

Later words reveal the child’s development of a word
production template (see Table 2), the product of neurological
and representational advances in addition to emergent phonetic
control. The first lexical organization - involving use of
generalized nominals, reflecting the first linguistic semantic
categorization, and relational words, indicating relational
processing [24] - heralds the child’s achievement of a
representational basis for phonology [22, 25]. Ongoing word
production widens the range of familiar items in the input
speech stream, while continuing processing of input speech
yields increasing familarity with less salient (unstressed) words
or morphemes (attention to grammatical forms).

Table 2. Templates in early words
The child word forms illustrate favored production patterns or
templates (see schemata in angle brackets). A majority of the
adult words attempted roughly conform to the child’s pattern; a
few are distorted to fit the mold (marked *). The proportion of
words which fit the template in the session illustrated is
indicated for each child.  C = consonant, V = vowel.
SUBJECT,
age in mos.

Adult target Child form

ALICE, 14
<CVCi> baby [bebi]
15/19 types daddy [tæƒi]
(.79) lady [jEiji]

mommy {ma:ˆi}

* bottle [baƒi]
* hiya [ha:ji]

DEB, 16
<CV> cheese [si:]
16/19 types corn [kO:]
(.84) down [ta:]

up [?a:]
*bottle [pa]
*water [wa]

MOLLY, 15
<(C)VC(´)> diaper [tœp´]
12/17 types Hooper [hUp:´}

(.71) stuck [tæ:k]
up [?Up]
*down [ta:n´]
*gran’ma [nam:´}
*baby [pi:b]
*cheese [?aì}

SEAN, 16
<CVC> book [bIk]
13/19 types horse [hê:S]
[.68] bird(s) [bP:S:]

duck [tUk}

fish [fø:ì}
*cracker [dJak]
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*rabbit [pœè}

TIMMY, 15
<(V)Ca/œ> ball [pa]
12/13 types box [?´pa}

[.92] car [ka]
*book [pa]
*brush [´ba}

*eye(s) [?Ujœ]
*nose [?´n:œ]

4. SUMMARY

The ‘loss of sensitivity’ effect occurs a few months after the first
adult-like syllable production (‘canonical babbling’). Early word
comprehension (with the support of prosody) is reported
anecdotally as early as six months, but rapid recognition-
learning of new words begins only at about age 12-14 months
[20]. Once canonical babbling has begun, infants develop ‘vocal
motor schemes’, which have proven to be strong indicators of
later lexical development [11].

The first words the child produces are difficult to
distinguish from babbling [26], surprisingly accurate, and seem
to reflect selective attention to adult word forms which resemble
the child’s favorite babbling forms. It is our hypothesis, not yet
tested experimentally, that once adult-like syllable production is
incorporated into the child’s repertoire it acts as an attentional
filter on the perception of input speech, boosting the familiarity
and salience of individual segmental (or syllabic) patterns.

Note that physical maturation must underlie the capacity for
adult-like syllable production, including changes in the structure
of the vocal tract and emergent motoric rhythmicity (27).
Neurophysiological changes contribute to the emergence of an
enhanced capacity for voluntary, focused attention, beginning at
about 9 months, when inhibitory mechanisms first come into
play [4]. The process of integration of prosodic and segmental
patterns may be expected to stretch out over an extended period
of time and to involve repeated cycles of exploration,
systematization and regression as the child moves from first
words to word combinations and then to more complex syntactic
organization.
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Figure 1. Prosodic and segmental advances in perception  [and production]  (based on studies reviewed in [22]).

Prosodic Segmental

I.Prespeech period
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At birth Prefers own language, based on prosody Responds to vowel changes

Prefers infant-directed (ID) prosody

Discriminates own mother's voice from other female

By 2 mos Responds to changes in both pitch and duration Responds to most consonant changes

Discriminates syllables embedded in a trisyllabic

pattern - ID prosody only

[Imitates pitch]

By 4 mos Prefers uninterrupted clauses, in ID prosody

Prefers own name pattern [Produces vowels]

[Vocal exploration ] [Imitates vowels from own repertoire]

By 6 mos Prefers word list in own language to prosodically

dissimilar language

Attends more to own language vowels

[Produces canonical (CV) syllables]

II. Transition to speech

By 8 mos Comprehends some patterns Prefers trained words  to untrained words

[Stops imitating without comprehension]

By 10 mos Prefers own language stress pattern Attends to own-language  consonant contrasts

Prefers uninterrrupted phrases Prefers own language segmental patterns

[Reveals ambient language influence on prosody] Comprehends some words

[Reveals ambient language influence on V space, Cs]

By 12 mos Prefers uninterrupted words Discriminates own repertoire patterns best

[May use contrastive pitch (protowords)] Prefers lists of familiar word forms to unfamiliar words

[Produces first words (context-limited)]

III. Transition to language

By 16 mos Exhibits fast mapping skills

Is released from own-repertoire based constraints

[Shows symbolic word use]

[Imitates novel patterns]
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